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‘JhichParticipated in Contest Eieliat Lympne, England,
Wee-kof September 29 .toOctober 4, 1924.*
The object of this competition was to produce an airplane suit-
able for school T;!ork.
Various prizes were awarded for the following qualifications:
Entry Qualifications
The airplane was first presented to the officials completely
erected. It was then d.isassembled or folded in such a manner as
to permit of it being completely transported in one journeY over a.
distance of not more than 75 feet ~nd.placed in a shed.10 feet
wide. The aixplane was then reinovedfrom the shed and re-erected
by two persons only, within a period of two hours -
A demonstration of dual cont~ol was then made. The pilot was
required to make two flights, one from
course of a figure eight, flown within
port .
me ed Range
The greater portion of the prizes
each seat, following the
the boundaries of the air-
were awarded for this quali-
fication, which was determined by the.following formula: –
High speed – Low speed 100Speed range ~ = . Low speed
* Compiled by the National Advisory Gom-mittee for Aeronautics, from
ll_Flig-n4--1’SePt. 2?3,Oct. 2 and 9, and from “Aeroplane,” Sept. 24,
Oct. 1, 8 and 15, 1924.
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High speed not to be less than 60 M.P.H. and low speed not to ex-
,>
teed 45 M.”P’.H
Take Off
This test required starting from a position of complete rest
and clearing a barrier 25 feet high in the shortest possible dis-
tance, one award being made for every yard by which the distance
was less than 450 yards,
ianaing
In this test the airplane was required to cross a barrier 6
feet high and come to rest in the shortest distance from the barri-
er, one award-being made for every yard less than 150 yards.
Awards in this test were made to the airplanes flying the
neatest number of circuits ti.uringthe period of the competitions,
the total mileage to be not less than 400. A further stipulation
required that an airPlane fly at least 10 hours during that -period.
High and LOVJSpeed
The high-speed test “was conducted over a 12.5 mile triangular
.Bourse in two separate flights of 75 miles each or 6 laps. An in-
terval was allowed between the two flights for the taking on of
.
gasoline and,oil.only.,
The low-speed test vas carried out over a straight course about
500 yards in length, and 25 yards in width, with red flags placed
at intervals on both sides. The course was covered twice in each
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direction at a constant height of not more thail20 feet; the aver-
,> age.for the four fligiltsrepresents the speed flown.
From an aerod~namical
——. —
and structural point of view a majority
of the airplanes were reasonably successful, most failures being
chargeable to the engihe; thetefore, as a matter of due considera-
,,
tion there is given in this memorandum, data concerning all air-
planes which made a favorable inlpressiah structurally and also as
fliers.
The requirements of the engine, it developed, were rather se-
vere, the “Clherubl[being the only one to pass the’gruelling
with any degree of satisfaction. It is predicted, however,
with another year of development an engine li:illbe produced
test
that
which
may reasonably be expected to meet the requirements of the two-seat
.
light airplane. .
.
.——
The official figures as to the success of the various airplanes,
individually
for”the purpo’seof preliminary training or school work, are given
the structural description of the airplane.preceding
AnotherB’. Technical
Memorandum is being prepared concerning low-
,.. . ... .
powered or light airplanes of other ~~roPean countries’
. . .. .
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“Wee Bee 1“ Monoplane.
—
The “Wee Bee It’ligh’~airplane (two-seat high-wing monoplane)
designed by Mr. W. S. Shackleton, after joining the W. Beardmore &
CO., Ltd., is quite naturally similar to the A.N.E.C~ monoplanes
also designed.by him. There are, however, some features which pro-
duce a very clean design, everlreffort having bee-nmade to eliminate,
tO a minimum, all projections which might adversely affect its per-
formance.
The Performance of this airplane given in the official state-
ment is:
High speed 70.11 M.P.H.; Lovrspeed 39.66 M.P.H*;
Speed range 76.77?; Take off 235 yards; Landing 124 yards;
Miles flown 737.5; Hours flown 11.
It is regarded as astonishingly efficient for a two-seater
with an engine of 1096 cms (66.88 cu.in.) displacement. Furthermore,
the construction is simple, sturdy and comparatively inexpensive-
It is not strictly a cantilever monoplane as the wing is divid-
ed in the center with each wing braced by two parallel diagonal
struts running from the lower longerons of the fuselage” Apart from
this there is no external bracing anywhere, either for the tail
plane or landing gear.
The cross–section of the fuselage has been reduced to the mini-
mum and altogether a very effective attempt has been made to reach
.
an aer”odynamical perfection.
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The fuselage is built of six spruce lon,geronswith formers or
bulkheads of spruce and three-ply, the whole being covered with-a
1/16 inch birch three-ply. The deck, in”cross-section, conforms ap-
proximately to the shape of a mants head and shoulders. The con-
t~ols and instruments are of the usual type, and flying can be done
from either seat.
The ~lingsare of fairly orthodox construction in that they have
two box-shape
external drag
the three-ply
the rear spar,
spars with three-ply walls. There is no internal nor
bracing of the usual type, thic being accomplished by
covering whit’n extends from the lea,ding edge, back to
in the le-ngthfrom the fuselage to the strut attach-
ments and-from the leading ~dge to the front spar in the length
from attachments to wing tip.
The ailerons are of large aspect ratio and.are hinged to a
false spar or stringer, They are operated by ca”blesto a T shape
lever from which a push-pull rod runs to
control pulleys are not employed.
The elevator is in one piece and is
the aileron. The usual
hinged at its upper edge.
The central portion of its under surface is so shaped as to con-
tinue the streamline form of the fuselage at that point. A further
advantage in this construction is that the elevato~ can be operated
~~ithout the usual exte~nal crank lever or horn, there being a laY–
shaft ‘neart’he stern of the fuselage carrying crank arms, from one
of which a push-and-pull tube zuns to the projected under surface
or edge of the eleva’tor. Cables run from the cranks on the lay-
1
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shaft to the controls in the cockpit. The triangular gap between
the elevator and fuselage is covered with a duralumin flap making>,
the under surface of the horizontal tail unit continuous.
The landing gear is of the simplest construction. The axle is
Of chrome nickel steei, designed fox sufficient flexibility to ab-
sorb lanclingshocks. It is supported in trunnions, which allo~~ it
to bend freely. One truimion is rigidly fixed to the axle so as to
resist torque loads and to hold the axle in place laterally. The
other trunnio-ntakes *’upl’loads only and allows the axle to slide
through laterally, thus providing the required freedom for sl?ring
action.
The mounting of the engine is rather ingenious. The top su.p-
pOrt consists of a pyramidal projecting frame of sheet duralumin
while the bottom support consists of two longitudinal duralumin
struts from vinichdia,gonal steel tube braces are run to the lower
corners of the engine bullhead. The engine can be removed.by un-
doing four bolts and the fuel and oil
See Fig. 1 for outline drawings,
placement of engine.
connections l
dimensions, areas and dis-
“Brownie1’Monoplane.
-—
The “Browniel’iight airplane (two-seat, lo~~-wingmonoPlane)
mti .,–. .’
was designed by Captain 1?.S. Barnwell, and two were entered by the
Bristol Airplane Company, Ltd-, known as Nos. 1 and 2° No. 2 is
the first light airplane having an all-metal framework throughout.
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No. 1 has a fuselr.geframework of metal, while the wings are of the
usual }Vood,construction. The construction of lTo.2 is described,s- ,,
in detail, in this memorandum, being a cleparture from the usual
method and perhaps a.little more interesting at this time.
The airplane No. 1, however, wit% the usual wood and fabric
structure, was the more successful its performance, according to
the official statement being:
High speed 65.19 M.P.H.; Low speed 38.73 I.!.P.H.;Speed range
68.33*; Take off 215 yards; Landing 102.6 yards; Miles flo~ 512=5;
Time flown 10 hrs. 23 min. 40 sec. It is regarded as remarkably
efficient and from the take–off and landing tests it is evident
that the airplane can be operated fron a very small field.
The longerons and struts of the fuselage structure consist of
steel tibiilg,braced virithpiano wire and turnbuckles. Simple sleeves
are sweated.to the longerons and drilled through to receive the strut
t
end-fitting screws, the latter
fittings for the brace wires=
The seats are of somewhat
also passing through the eye-plate
novel construction. A sheet of later-
ally corrugated duralumin is swung - hammock fashion -
opposite sides of a rectangular light-gage, steel-tube
frame is installed in an inclined position, one of the
sides bei-ngraised to form a back rest. The structure
,,SD. ~~ ,,,, ,. .,..
held in shape by bearers constructed of three-ply with
between the
frame. This
opposite
complete is
a spruce
I
frame. The corrugated seat is equipped with an air cushion.
At the point of attachment for the wings, ’wood bulWeads, con-
—..— . . ....... .. . . .. .
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sisting of.three--ply sides mounted on a frame, are used with a
~la,inpi-njoint at
of each spar. The
t ellated i~u.twhich
threads of the nut
the bottoa and.
fork-head boIt
in turn screws
an adjustable joint at the top
of the latter screws into a cas-
into a heavy steel fitting. T@e
are of different pitch, thus affording a very
fine ad-justmeht for ~L~e dihedral angle.
The wings of No. 1 aiu?lane ?,rebuilt Of spruce and plywood box
spars”with spruce girder-type ribs. The compression ribs are re-
inforced by a built-up structure i~Jiththe stays running horizontal-
ly and vertical1.y. The drag bracing is doubled in each bay, One
set Of ‘.-.’iresb in~ at tinetop and the other at the bottom of the
spars.
The ‘-~ingsof NO. 2 have steel spars and duralumin ribs.
EQQflanges of the spars are uniform in cross-section
thfimain portion of the span, the approach to the ti~~shaving
bottom b L1 section only=
The
for
the
The we’oof the spar consists of a continuous length of steel
tubing (~i~pro~.1 3/4’1dia. ) bent in the form of a Warren truss and
flatteneclat the bends, at ~~~hichpoint it is ziveted to the flangeS -
The ribs are a very simple truss girder built of duralumin channel
sections.
. ..
down
Fab~ic is used as the covering throughout for both airplanes-
Instead of the usual positive controls, the ailerons are held
by rubber cords with the proper te-nsion, the object being to
obtain an automatic variable camber which will appro~ch, and finally
p
~
j
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coincide wit-h the normal camber as the airspeed increases.
‘Ikestabilizer, elevator, fin and rudder have a metal framework,
r
The elevator is operated through a‘uith the ‘more.orthodox shape.
la.yshaft,tb.ecranks of ~Vhicb.can be Seen projecting e_bovethe fuse-
lage deck. The inclined position of the 111.dderpost places the
pull on the rudder
a sidey:isepull on
The e-ngine is
cables at right angles to ‘~hepost, t’husavoiding
the horns.
mounted on four steel struts projecti-ng from the
front “oulkhead of the fuselage. These struts are unbraced and the
,-
somel.~i~at‘lack of rigidity protects tinefuselage from engine vibra-
tiOi3s. The engine is very accessible and easily removecl.
The gascline and oil -tanksare installed above and behind the
frent bull&ead , giving sufficie-nthead for a gravity feed.,
Fig. 2 contains the outl-ineclra.wingswith dimensions, ~Jreas
and di splatement of engine.
Ilcy gnet11Biplanes.
The ~’Cygnet” light aiTplanes (two-seat biplane) two i-n‘number
designated Nos. 1 and 2, VJf3M3 built and entered by the H. G+ Hawker
Engine erifigCo., Ltd. , and.v:erereceived with a great deal of int-
erest. Their performance, according to the official fi~res, using
the best result attained by either airplane, was:
,>
Low speed 37:42 M.P.H.; Take off 250 yards; Landing 56.7 yards;
I:iles fiow-n475; Time fl-orrn10 hrs. 24 min. 40 sec.
An unofficial figure credits No. 2 with a.high speed.of ’75
l($.~.~<.
L
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The take off and Iant-iilgperformances ~J~ereprobably the best
of the meeting. The ef’ficien.cyof the controls was excellent, as
>.
shown in.the exhibition of IIcrazy!!flying ~~~hilethe surplus power
was very ‘nmch in evidence.
In the
was made to
unnecessary
result t’hey
,
design and constiwction of these airplanes every effort
attain extreme lightness. Literally, not one ounce of
~~eightwas allol~edtO remain in the strut-~U.reand as a
~~ferethe ~ig~ltestof all the ai-rplanesat the meeting”
The weight empty, i.e., co~i~~~ete~’rithe-ngine,bu-b“Lii-k;tOut
pilot , passenger, gasoline and oil is only 373 lb- 1/ithcmt the en-
g~.nethe st~~cture ~~eighsabout 270 lb. The total weight loaded
is only 730 lb.
A girder construction is followed in “the fuselage structure,
consisting of four longerons routed out to an X section and
braced in the form of a Warren truss v~ithdiagonal struts of the
same cross-section. The struts are attached to the lonqerons W’
three-ply gusset plates, partly riveted through and partly screwed,
instea& of the usual metal fittings. This structure eliminates
distortion and.the necessary re-truing-up.
The deck is cambered and consists of thin stringers of wedge-
shape cxoss-sec’~ion supported by s.light arch-shape forille~of three-
:’ly. The covering is of fabric.
*D ,.
‘The‘~~iil~sai-e ~u.ilto-fbox spars of the usual construction ‘~:ith
s-pr’J.Ce “-ialOP.>-K?s latter ‘Deing of a ‘Ilarrentruss construction si:fiil.ar
to the fusel~ge, except ‘thatthe fla-ngesand ties are of sc~uazein-
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stead of X cross-section. The box spars are wrapped with fabric.
-. The central section-of the top wing is supported on four steel
struts with wood fairingj while the bottom rings are attached to
short wing roots built fro-mthe bottom edge
In the provisions made for the folding
temporaxy stxut is fitted between the front
bottom wings-
of the fuselage-
of the wings, a light
spars of the top and
The inter-plane struts are of spzuce, and are of the I shape
design. They are installed at a considerable incline as seen in
the front view.
flap
vJin-g
In order to attain a low landing speed, a variable camber TJing
adjustment is used. The ailerons run the vJhole length of the
and are pulled down simultaneously, tinedifferential actio-n
still being retained. This is accomplished in the support of the
longitudinal rocking shaft bearings, the support for the fore end
bearing beiilghinged, while that for the aft bearing is mounted at
the top of a worm gear and can be raised or lowered.
In the raising, ‘tinelower cables are pulled in while the Upper
are ‘paidout, the ailerons thus being pulled down simultaneously-
The landing gear is of the simple vee construction, with plain
rubber cord shock absorbers.
The tail unit consists of a stabilizer, elevator and balanced
.- -.
rudder.
The engine is mounted on very light supports extending f~om
the bulldlead.installed about a foot back of the nose of the stream-
I
- .
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lined cowling.
12
The gasoline and oil tanks are installed in the deck fairing
.
immediately back of the e-nginebulkhead.
The
order of
The
given in
T!he
workmanship e~i~.encedin this ~i~plane is of a very high
.
excellence.
outline dra-:?i-ngs,dimensions, areas and engine capacity are
Fig. 3.
ll~visllBiplane.L. -
“Avis” light airplane (two-seat biplane) entered by A. V.
Roe & co., Ltd., as two separate airplanes, was in reality but one
airplane, designed for either the llCherubllor the IIElackburn’iradi-
2.1 engines. The .ivro style is generally apparent, while many novel
and interesting features occur, especially in the wing bracing
structure.
As to its performance, the only figure available refers to the
100 mile race, a.twlnichtime it is said to have reached a speed of
65 M.P.H.
In design and performance it is probably similar to the Cy~ets
Its maneuverability is unquestionably good and there is little d-oubt
as to its practical utility, if sufficie-ntlypowered.
The fuselage structure is similar to that of last year’s Avro,
.. . the longerons being square in cross-section mith Warren girder
strut bracing, secured by three-ply gusset plates. This form of
construction seems to be ,groningpopular for light airplanes, as i-t
avoids tinenecessity of truing up after hard usage. The deck is ‘
1-
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made of three-plyrand the entire fuselage is covered with fabric.
The wings, in profile, are thin and e.re constructed of I sec-
tion spars and Warren girder ribs. The drag bracing is of piano
‘Uire,bUt dlnunusual feature is found i.nthis bracing close to tine
I strut attachment. From about the center of the strut, or ratlner
the special rib under the foot of the strut, diagonal stays are run
to both front and Tear spars. Where the struts ineet the spars, a
fOTe-aild-aft tie rod is illstalle~-in the position u~ally occupied
by the compression member of the dzag bracing. Tinestresses are
transinitted evenly to the front an~.rear spars and the result is eX-
tra stiffness in the structure.
The lift rires are attached- to the fuselage at a point between
the spar attachments+ The inner rib is also attached at this point,
thus Providing three instead of t~-~osupports for the rib. The lift
and d-ragTniregare in duplicate placed very closely together. Tne
peculiar bracing arrangement, while making folding a little i’nore
difficult on account of the extra supporting vire needed in the fold-
ed position, should save a fair amount of head resistance and aside
from the monoplane or cantilever construction
to imagine a cleaner desiogn.
The top center section has tubular spars
it nould be difficult
and struts and the us-
ual wood ribs- In order to give access to the front cockpit the
. ..
struts are arranged in two vees as shorn in the drawing.
The ailerons run the entire length of the nings, aildhave a
large duraluriin tube, in the leading edge, which serves as a torque
,_ .-. . ...—
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tube operated by cranks at the inner end. Differential action is
provided. for the ailerons with an additional featuze for depress-
ing all ailezons simultaneously. The control-shaft ball bearing,
near the aileron hinge, is i:~ounted at t’hetop of a Worm gear which
is turned by a,sprocket chain frolllthe cockpit thereby ra,ising both
.
aileron levers, mhicb~action depresses the ailerons. The differen-
tial action is still retail~ed. TM ailerons in the top wing are
operatetLby struts from the lower ailerons.
The controls are of the usual type, but owing to the great
angle at which a short f00t ‘oar,of a narrow fuselage, Ifiustbe 0p-
erated-the stirrup mechanism is such.as to keelothe stirrups at
right angles to the center line of the fuselage.
The lancl-ing
struts acting as
ear provicles ample deflection, the front diagonal
radii rods for the axle. The lateral bracing occuzs
between these struis Gn~L~?.
The out? iiledrawii~gs,dimensions, areas and engine capacity are
given in Fig. 4.
IIl?jxieIIIailBiplane -
—.
The ‘iPixie IIIalllight airplanes (two-seat biplane) t~~oin
her, entered by George Parnall & Co., are identical except that
‘num-
by
removing the top wing one becomes a m.oiloplane. This is very easily
,. done.
The performance of the biplane is given ir. the official fiDWres
as:
LOT;Tspeed.3’7.22M.P.H. ; Take off 301 yards; Landing 70 yards;
—
..—
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Miles flown 450; Time flovn 10 hrs. 4 min. 38 sec-
This ~.irplane is also considered very efficient, tilemonoplane
however, appearing to be the better all.-round airplane. Engine
trouble, no doubt, interfered with the biplanes showing their real
capabilities, but there seems to be no question as to control-la’oil-
ity or reserve power while tineengines are functioning properly.
The monoplane (111) seems to be a little too fast and lively on
controls for elementary training.
The fuselage consists of four longerons braced by triangulating
struts attached by three-ply gusset plates. This provides a very
light structure and one that does not require truing up once it
has left the stocks. The stern of the fuselage terminates in a ver-
4
ti.cal knife-edge formed by a channel-section metal strip. The
short elevator con’~roltube passes through an opening in this striP~
from the arms of the short layshaft inside the fuselage=
The SParS
strips sczewed
three-ply webs
loads.
The spars
of the bottom wing are of box s“ectionwith narrow
to the outside of the flanges, on which rest the
of the ribs, thus relieving the flanges of shear
run l~arallel from the fuselage to the ailexons at
which point the rear spar is equipped with a pin-joint vdli”chper-
mits it to turn abruptly and approach the front spar joi”ningit at
the wing tip. This was a feature in last year’s single-seat mono-
plane and vJas chosen as givi-nga torsionally Stiff StNcture”
The rib flarlges,incidentally, are of the divided type”ove~ the
leading edge, the ~ebs risiizgto tinefull depth of the wing section.
Tie-rod drag bracing Yis employed, and the lift st~uts are attached
to the tubular drag struts instead of to the spar flaiigesas tisusu-
a11y done. This method avoids all torsional stresses on the spars
and since the lift st~t fittings are placed cl-oseto the spars the
tubular drag struts are not subjected to bending loads but merely
to shear.
The pin joints at the wing roots are placed on the lower
flanges “of the spars instead of e.tthe neutral axis. The front
joint is universal and permits the fold-ingof the wings along the
fuselage with the traiiing et,ge iilailupward direction.
The landing gear consists of two legs of stesl tubing which _
run through the floor and up to the top longerons, where their e-rids
are securely anchored. There are no Iatera.1or fore and aft brac-
ing> the legs and axle being all cantilever. Steel springs and a
pneumatic shock absorber is installed, providing a fair aiiountOf
travel, so tfiatwith the telescopic movement of the tubes the re-
quired deflection is obtained:.
The tail ski& consists simply of three pieces of Malacca cane,
each forming a lzo degree sector, glued-and.taped together” It iS
extremely light and-should be very durable-
Most of the ,foregoing @ascription applies equally well to the
bi~~l~.newhich is practically a.monoplane with a smaller top wing
added. This a~.di-hionalstructure consists of a cabane of steel tub-
ing and tT~Joincli-ned N struts to ‘~~hichthe top wing is attached.
I
.—
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As will be seen ftom the drawings this wi-ngiG of smaller span
than the bottom and is without ailerons. It is also thinner and
tapezs both in chord and ordinate from the plane of syinmetrytoward
the tip. It has t~~o I section spars of spruce witinthree-ply
webs aod the ribs generally are similar in construction to t-noseof
the lower wing.
Fig. 5 contains the outline drawings, d-imensic)ns,areas and en-
gine displacements.
l’-@d Pigeo-n”Biplane.
The ‘[VJoodIigeonl) Iight airplane (two-se~.tbiplane ) ‘ou.ilt and
entered by the Westlai?dAircraft Works, is in out71Jard-appearance a
normal single-bay tractor b ~~lane but when observed closely in detail,
many new and valuabSe featu.res a,re found in the structure+
The extent of its success in the competition is given in the of-
ficial figures as:
Miles flown 125; Tiiqe flown 2 ‘hrs. 31 min. 37 sec.
It is be?utifuily built and finished-and.if either lighteiledOr
equipped with a little moxe wing surface should perform very well.
The fuselage is of the normal type with wire bracing in the
rear portion, but with triangulated. construction in front.
Access to the cocl.r~itis facilitated by ‘thespecial strut as+
,-
rangement and the hinging of the rear portion of the uppe~ wing.
There is no fixed center wing section.
‘ihe~!ingsare of the usual construction as regards the spars
and ribs, but a very unusual attachment is provided at the fuselage,
1.
I... ,
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where the front strut, adjacent to the fuselage, meets the front
sPar of the ‘ootlmm wing. At this junction a special rack and pinion
is used by which the spar, strut and fuselage are a,llunited or by
which, ~J~hen.folding the wings, the spar alone is dj.sconnected from
the fuselage. The top end of the strut is equipped mith a plain
forked end for the eye-bolt attachment. All struts are of steel
tubing with suitable fai~ing.
The aile~ons a~e equipped witlnmechanism which can function as
an automatic or as a w,echanicaily operated variable cari”~erdevice.
In normal flight the movement of the ailerons is automatic, but
should flight conditions require a greater camber than is autor,!at-
ically provided, it co~~ldbe obtai-nedquickly through t>.e use of the
mechani tally, or hand-operated mechani sm. A description or sketch-
ing of this tLeviceis not per-missible at iir.istime.
T,Tlot-ypes of Ia-nd-inggears were designed for this airplane, one
having frictional fievicesir.coXporated in telescopic legs and th”e
ot’ne~a.‘p-neuma’~ic type shock absor-oer. The latter vJasl~se~Lin the
competing airplane.
The engi ilE! ~s ‘mountedon a fTame-Iike structure consisting of
steel tubing ard gusset plates. The ends of the tubes are filled
with aluminum, and are slotted to receive the plates ‘iPhich are at-
tached with bolts and-rivets, thus providing a very rigid.structure.
The outline drawings with dimensions, areas, and engine caPaci-
ty are given in Fig. 6.
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‘IA=N=E.O. ll;lMonoplane.
1111light airplane (two- seat high-wing moiloplane)
S- Snackleton, was bllilt and eflieredby +.heAir
Navigation and Engineering Co., Ltd.
The failure of this airplane to qualify in the elimination . ,
tests was entirely due to the fa,ctthat it was equipped with a pro-
pelier unsuited for taking off under unfavorable conditions vvith
full load. It flew excellently after the propeller had been
changed and its lack of success reflects no discredit on either the
design or the construction.
This airplane is similar to last j~ear’s single-seat monoplane
which inade such a ren~arkable showing i-nthe single-seat coinpetition.
The same form of fuselage construction has been employed and
the general shape of the fuselage is also very similar. The
pilotts view, however, has been improved, partly by making the deck
of the fuselage narrower and also by using a differetitarrangement
of the {;Jingattachment. A slender framevork of spruce forms the
fuselage skeleton and a three-ply covering provides the bracing=
The wing structure differs from last year’s single-seater, in
that the orthodox two-box spar with spruce flanges and three-ply
walls have been used instead of one triangular-shaped box spar..
Lattice ribs’of spiuce and three-ply are used, and the structure is
further strengthened against torsion by being covered with three-
ply from the leading edge back to the rear spar on the lower sur-
—. —
face a-ridback to the froi~t spar on the top. The fabric is gut on
, at a-iiangle of 45 degrees in order to furtQer stiffen the wing
against ‘misti-riglo2Gs.
The wing is in halves, the roots being bolted to strong bulk-
h cads in the fuselage, and is braced by a pair of diagonal struts
on each sit-e,Oileof each pair being provided ~Jith an incidence
adjustiient.
The ailerons are hinged at their lo?~Jeredge, with the return
cable passing direct from t’heupper
the use of external cranks or horns
wing.
edge of the aileron, avoiding
on the uppez surface of t’ne
The sta’nilizerant.fin are of somew”hatunu-sual design, the for-
mer beiilgbuilt into the ei~dof the fuselage rather than Yesting on
top of it, while the latter is in two pieces joined with dowel ~2ins
‘.rhich serw tc firing alignnen’~:.,ndsuppor-tagainst s’hearingloads.
The elevator is in one piece and is hinged at its upper edge
only. The central :?ortioi~of its under surface is so shaped as to
continue the streamline forffiof the fuselage at t’hatpoi-nt~ A fur-
ther advaatage in this feature is that the elevator can be opcrated
~J?it’noutan exter-nal crank lev’eror horn, there being a layshaft near
the stern of the fuselage carrying the u.sua,lcrank arms, fro~aone
.... of v{hich e.push-and-pall
- ,. .,,
of the elevator. Cahles
contzols in the cockpit.
The landing Rear is
tube ~ils to the central lo~~ered surface
. .,
—
run frof.1the cranks on the layshaft to the
of the si-mplestconstruction, consisting
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of a single
ons that it
----
high-tension steel tube, so mounted on the lower longer-
cannot turn or t:-!ist. It is bent in the middle and-ex+’:
tends slightly downward as it projects from the fuselage sid-es. The
flemre of the tube axle and the tixes provit.ethe only spring ac-
tion.
The fuel tank is installed undez the deck fairing immediately
aft of the fireproof bulkhead+
Fig” 7 contains the outline dtawings, dimensions, areas and.en-
gine data.
“C_ranwell1111Biplane.
The llCra,nwell 1111li@t air:plane (t~r.ro seat biplane) clesigil~d-
by Lieut. Coinperand e-nteredby the Cranwell Light Aeropla:n.eClub,
represents a very successful effort on the part of a number of en-
thusiastic amateurs to produce an airplane, at a low cost, which
will m.cett’herequirements for school work.
Its success in the competition is shown in the official figures
as: Time in the air 17 hrs. 53 min. 18 sec.; Miles flown 762.5.
Winner of the ‘prizefor d-ista-nceflownh In the landing test it
ranked ilextto the llBrownie.l[
This airpkne as seen from the outline drawings is a typical
biplane and the only unusual feature, in an airplane of its size,
----
is f.ound.inthe side-by-sid-eseating of the occupants This arrange-
ment, although necessitating a rather wide fuselage, which has a
detrimental effect on the airplanes performance by increasing the
drag or head resistance, is considered very suitable for the giving
I
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of preliminary insimctions in school v!o’rk.
The fuselage is the usual tiood-girder structure, with wire
bracing, flat sides and bottom but with a cambered deck of thin
- .-.-—
stringers on built-up formers.
The cockpit is fairly roomy. The two foot bars are side by
side and have a connecting cable going over a pulley and kept taut
by a spring. Two control sticks are provided and are connected to-
gether by a transverse bar above the forked ends.
The struts of the landing gear on each side are made in one
piece from multi-ply wood in the form of a complete V with itS
apex sO shaped as to give the required sup]~ortfor the rubber cords
and freedom for the axle.
The wings are of the usual design with I section spruce spars.
No provision has bee-nmade for the folding of the vJings,the de-
signer intending that the wings
in the transportatioil tests. s
simple procesls.
The engine is mounted on a
should be hung
The assembling
at the fuselage side
is a comparatively
very small engine bulltnead, the four
longerons converging rathe~ sharply toward the front, with about
two feet of the nose of fuselage butt-jointed to the main portion
so in case ,a more powerful. engine is required later, a stronger
nose structure could be installed-
The gasoline tank is mounted in the central section of the up-
,.-.>-
per wing, thus providing amble head for direct gravity feed.
The outline drawings with dimensions, areas, and engine dis-
placement are given in Fig. 8-
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IIE@arrowl’Biplane.
The ItSparrow” light airplane (two-seat biplane) designed by
Mr. Mitchell and entered by the Supexmarine Aviation Works, was
forced to make about nineteei landings on account of the engiriebe4
fore the competition began and
meeting but at no time did any
speaks well for its robustness
It did not participate in
possibly an equal number during the
damage occur to the airplane. This
and its controllability.
the contest, no doubt on account of
this handicap but, according to accounts, it responded to controls
and flew excellently. In one landing with its engine stopped, it is
repOTte& to have literally maneuvered between other aiq?lanes in a
pronounced. zigzag flight and yet made a perfect landing.
The fuselage has a flat bottom anflsides of plywood with a cam-
bered. deck. The longerons are not horizontal throughout but take
an upward direction beginning abruptly at a point behind the Tear
cockpit and extending to the stern post, the purpose being, of
course, to give the wings a greater angle of attack in the take-off.
This feature with the variable camber furnished by the aileron gear
adjustment enabled this airplane to take off, fly and land at low
speed very ~ccessfully during the meet. Except for the shape of
the longerons the fuselage structure conforms to the usual type.
The wing structure is also quite in accordance with the usual
construction. The spruce spars are of I section, a-ridthe ribs of
standard design. The drag bracing consists of piano wire with com-
pression ribs of special reinforced construction. Both wings have
wing-length. ailerons. Those of the lower wings are opere.ted.by
>. cables i3~dL CTEL’LlkS diiecty this operation being transmitted. to the
ailerons of the upper v;i-ngsby struts. The ailerons, as previously
referred to, are used for ~a~Yin~ the wing ~a~~er, the ~et~od ~f
operation being very si~~j?le.A sho~t column, similar to the contxol
stick, is mounted on the longitudinal rocking shaft
latter. The cockpit ends of the control cables are
short vertically movable yoke on t-heshozt column.
m
internal thread engaging with a,vertical :rTOrm which
the top of this column, at which point a Wild wheel
carrying the
attached.to a
This yoke has an
terminates on
is Provi/Led9
BY turning this wheel the yoke is raised or lowered, thereby drawing
in or paying out the cables. A link of shock-absorber cord provides
the required.flexibility in the cable ne~essa:ry on account of varia-
tion in length.
The landing gear coilsist~of the u.sua.lstruts in 1’ for~~ation,
the front stv~ts heir.g telescopic ~~hile its lower tube is slotted
to permit movement of the crutches at the end of the upper tubes.
The crutches are covereclwith leather gaiters over which is wound
the rubber shock–absorber cord. The axle is enclosed in a strean~
line fairing.
The gasoline tm.k is installed in the deck fairing and provides
.%.,,direct gravi’~yfeed.
.,.
The three-cylinder engi-ne“iscowled-in very neatly VJith line
tops of the cylinders projecting in the usual way.
This air-plane generally is a substantial straightfor~~ard struc-
—,.
.—>... .
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ture vi+& several very sound ideas and but few experimental fea-
tures.
The vien from tinecockpit is exceptionally good.
Fig. 9 contains the cutline drawi-ngs, dimensions,
engine displacetile~at.
“V?.~~.boi~d-1’Biplane.
areas and
The ‘lVa@bcnd~’Iigit e.irplane (two-seat biplane) dasigned by
W. Rex Pierson and enterei.‘oythe Vickers Ltd. , is distinct from
Other cO~fl~2eting~i~~?lail~siilthe const-ructioncf the fuselage.’
T’heentire airplane is exceptionally well made but the con-
struction ar.di.esign is pro’oably too ex-pensiveand perhaps impYac-
‘cicalfor pr el.ir-liilarytyaining pur~~oses.
Zfigiilemouiltiilgi.ifficultiesintcrfere5- nith its participation
in t’hecompetition to my extent but it was quite obvious tha-tits
performance would have been satisfactory.
No data is available as to its character stics or success i.i~
any of tineentries. .
.
The construction.of the fuselage, as referred to, is a peculiar
feature. The rmin frmework consists of solid spruce longerons and
struts, of cruciform section, braced-by tie-rods from duralumin fit-
tings WhiCh straddle the longerons, the fittings being held in
place by wood screws. This framework, in both width and
smaller then the fuselage outline, therefore in order to
the pleasing shape= as shotm i-nthe d-rawingj the top and
height, is
obtain
bottom is
built up separately of light mat e~ial and, in wiclth, extend-sbeyond.
/
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the
the
.. .,
but
vertical sides of the frame so that the fabric does not touch
longerons. This method provides a.particularly smooth surface
necessitates conside”raiolecare in handling on the ground; to
avoid damage, as the usual substantial hand-holds of the longerons
are not provided..
A mOSt unusual const~ction occuys in the same structure. The
rear Portion of the fuselage telescopes slightly into the central
Or cockpit pOrtion and is hinged.at the lower longerons - The top
longerons are equipped vJithworm gears which can be operated from
either cockpit, the effect of which is to shorten tne.top longerons,
bending the fuselage, thereby raising the tail unit in relation to
the wings. This operation, it will be readily seen, gives the wings
a greater angle of attack for taki-ngoff or landing and provides an-
other method by which tri-mmingand the effect of variable caiiberis
accomplished.
The wings are of normal construction with spruce I section
spars and N formation ribs. Dzag bracing is done with tie-rods.
The inteq~lane stzuts are of spruce with steel-end fittings. The
angular elevation of the wings, in the folded position, has been re-
duced.by hinging the top wing some distance aft of the rear spar by
using a specially reinforced three-ply box extension. The bottom
wing is hinged at the rear spar.
>.,, In the process of fold~ng,. a small portion of the trailing
,!.,,
edge of the top wing is first raised while the wing flaps aildailer-
ons of the lower wings are folded, in order to provide the necessary
clearance.
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The landing gear is of the plain V type with rubber cord
shock absorbers. The wheels have ash rims a-ridouble-d iagonal-grain
mahogany sides which are so shaped as to offer the least possible
head resistance or’drag.
The usual outline drawings with dimensions, areas and engine
displacement are given in Fig. 10.
“ Satellite” MOilOplZL~.
The lfSatellite’*light airplane {two-seat monoplane) an excep-
tionally pretty design entered by the Short Brothers, is nei’~hera
high nor a low ving type, the wings being considered.perhaps, as
in a neutra,lgo sition.
In regard to its performance, an unofficial figure concerning
the 100-mile
Lightly
but ‘~fiththe
it vas found
race, places it as seventh.
loaded it flew and respoimiedto controls excellefltly
load ~e~u.i.redL under the regular two-seater competition
to be hopelessly undez-powered, the excessive ~Jeight
occasio-nedby the use of all metal in the fuselage structure being
too,great a. handicap.
The fuselage structure follow the principles now being used in
boat hull construction, the skin or covering serving as part of the
stress-resisting structure. Duralumin is used as the covering and
is attached in short panels which are wrapped around the elliptically
shaped-fuselage, and attached to L section rings or formers placed
in a transverse vertical plane. At the nose of the fusel,agewhere
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the shape approaches a spherical.form the panels of duralurniilare
. narrower as shown in the d.ra.wing.In order .tostiffen the panels
against compression loads V section strin~ers are riveted to tile
ski-nbetween ‘linerings ox formers. These st~~ngers are not con-
tinuous as in a boat but are separated.at the foriners,which inter-
tuptioti,contrary to expectations, does not diminish the stiffness
of the structure, the curvatu’zeof the “fuselage, no doubt, contrib-
uting in this respect.
The external surface of this fuselage is exceptionally free frow-
projections and bracing aildalthough the structure is not as li@t
as it i~i.ght be, the system is probably worth consider iilgin future
developments concerning larger airplanes.
The wings have wood spars with laminated flanges and thr e-ply
webs. The ribs
girder. Strong
wings which are
sre ima,deof duralumin built in the form of a Warren
frames are built in tilefuselage for supporting the
a,tta.tiled.by fish plates ai~dlarge-diameter hinge
piils, the latter also serving to facilitate dismantling.
The ailerons extend Wae whole length of the wing and are oper-
ated by torsional tu.hesand rods. Mechanism for depressing the
ailerons and imparting a clifferei~tialaction, is also provided=
The landi-ng gear is the usual vee type m?ith “rubber shock ab-
sorbers, in the form of compression blocks installed in the front
,.:...>,
,,.
. .
legs. These legs and the axle””are enclosed in stre’amlinedcasings.
The en~ine mounting is particularly neat and light, consisting
of an aluminum alloy casting to wlnich the engine is bolted, and
1. —
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l~:hichalso provides a structure fol-Tesisting torque loads. Four
diagonal tubes are run from the crown of the casting to the rim of
the fireproof bulkhead, serving as a sup--ortfor direct loadss
T~~e~asoIine tejilksare ~lo-antedaft of the bulkhead in such a
po~i’cioi~as to provide a g~avity feed.
An excellent view is afforded from the frent cockpit.
~~g. ?.1contains the outline drawi-ngs, diinensions, areaS and
engine displacement.
The following two li@t aiTFlanes
sion at tinemeet but did ilot take part
failed to arrive on time on account of
ma~Lea,very fa.vorable impres-
in the Co-ntests, one ‘having
engine troubles, while the
other was coupelled to withdraw on account of damage resulting
from a crash in its first flight.
Both were regarded as of excellent design and- construction and
it was generally regretted that
-.
this way=
As a matter of interest or
their elimination was caused in
possible benefit to designers a de-
tail description of these airplanes is given herein.
llBluebirdllBiplane.
The l;Eluebirdl’ light airplane (two-seat biplane) built and eil-
tered by the Blackburn Aer’oplane & lMotor Co., Ltd. , represents a-n
-...-
ef’foitt-o~rovide an ai”ri~lanecontaining #uch features as are con-
sidered desirable for school work. The side-by-side seating of the
occupe.n%sis cert~inly convenient for this purpose and furthermore,
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aS a l~riv?te Itfl~~..a’~0uti!‘~~~is arrangement
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would greatly facilitate
conversation. ~lo~eO~er, tzimming is not necessary mhen making
SO1O flights. Unfortunately, the occasioi~edwidth of the fuselage,
with the consequer.t increase i-ncross-section, increases the drag
considerably in this case.
This airplane also has a very pleasing appearance and a su’o-
stantial structure.
The fusela~e is built in two separate sections, the front
portion being plyvood covered with rounded coTners, while the rear
has the usual Iongerons, stays an@Lwire bracing.
T:lecockpit is provided with a door on each side, made neces–
sary by tinecontinuation of a narrow strip of the deck fairii~g
across the top of the cockpit. A small wind shield is placed in
front of eac~ occupant.
Tficl~ings?.reof orthodox construction with spruce spars ~.ild
ribs, ‘Ghelatter being of the Wa,rren girder type antLvery light
(5 oz. each). The drag struts are of duralumin tubing and the
drag bracing of tie-zods. .
The interplane struts are also of duralumin ‘tubiilg,fitted in-
to duralumin sockets and taper pins.
All central-surfaces are of large area, ~iving good ill~.neuvera-
.= bility, a verj~,necessary .fe.a’rqre?’tae-nclose to ~L stalling ~agle or
“rhen flyi;Igat low speed near the groun~L.
Dual controls are fitted, the rudder operating foot-bars hav-
ing a parallel movement but the elevator and ai1erons are Operated
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bY a single control stick centxally located. This stick can be
readily adapted to.eilifierbranch control or plain knob-
.
The landing gear is the simple V type, the struts being ver-
tical in the front view, rladepo ssible b:y the wide fuselage. The
shock absorbi-ng gea~ consists of telescoping tubes, containing rub-
ber blocks vtiich vork in comi~ression,with mechanism for snubbing-
The engine is mounted- ~n triangulating tubes with a.fireproof
bulliheadbetween the engine and the cockpit.
It imightbe r~entioned that a nlore~o,~lerfulen~ ne can be used
.
in this airplane since the structure has been desi gned to sustain
larger engine vibrations.
The gasoline tank is installed in the central portion of the
tOp wing conforming to the T:ringyrofile.
Fig. 12 contains the outline drawing, dimensions, areas and
engine displacement.
I
The llWidgeonllight airplane (t~ro-seat-,~arasolmonoplane) built
.
and entered by tileWestland Aircraft Horks, was received ~rJi~fla
great deal of interest. In appearance it was distinctlY pleasing
a-ridthe favorable report from the pilot regarding its perforl~a~-ce
leads to the conclusion tha’~this type of constructio-n I’L12Y :fie~~t
i.=- .,. ,,,
further cons’ideratio~.”-’”’” ““” ““ ‘- “
In co?nparison with other airplanes, it is very unorthodox, not
only structurally but aerodynamically.
\!,
/
PI
/./
P.,[?
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The fuselage
‘theusual gird-er,
r..
-.
structure is similar to that of the llTloodPigeon,’1
braced by piano wire and tightened.Vrith turn-
buckles, being used-. The sides and bottom are flat but the deck
is c32,T0ere&i
The flionoplanewing is tapered in both chord and thickness to-
ward the tips and ulane of symmetry, ‘oegiiming at the strut attach-
ments. StiWctUrally, the vi-rigsare of iiltereston account of the
unusual spar construction.
Insteafi.of I section Or box SpaTS, the web of the spars is
of ‘~~~rse-PIYwood, cut out to fortia succession of X!s and zein-
forced mith stri-psof rect~,ngular cross-section. In conforming to
the letter 1; one s trip ru-nsv.ithconstant cross-section from one
flange of the spa,r to the other, ~hile the other strip is in two
pieces. This arranger~ent is reversed on the other side of the
three-nl:-1.”o’o.T3e fl~.il,gesA are in ~%lv-esz.ttacfi.ed on each side
of the T’eb, ‘tine latter extending from top ‘tobottoi~of spar.
The outline drawii~gjd-imensioils,areas and engine displace-
ment is given in Fig. 13.
The relative sizes of the thirt sen airplanes in plan outline
is given in Fig. 14, followed by a tabular presentation (Fig. 15)
shov~iilgthe relative efficiencies in -tinevarious contests.
>.
. ... ,-.. .
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Areas,
Top wing 14?.0 Sq.ft
Bottom wi~g 76.5 ~’ ~
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Fig.8 The !~Cranwell111~two-seat light airplane.
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Reliability:-
Distance,
1 Cranwell 762.5 miles
2 Wee Bee 737.5 n
3 Brownie 512.5 ‘1
4 Cygnet 475*O “
5 Pixie IIIa 450.0 “
6 Wood pigeon 125.Q “
Time in air ‘“”
hr. min. sec.
1 Cranwell 17 53 18
2 Wee Bee 11 54 41
3 Cygnet 10 24 40
4 Brownie 10 23 40
5 Pixie IIIa 10 4 38
6 Woou pigeon 2 31 37
High speed
Speea range
1 Wee Bee 76.77 $
2 Brownie 68.33 ~
Take off
1 Eromie 215 Yd.
2 Wee Bee 235 1’
3 Cygnet 5J~(-J“
4 Pixie IIIa 301 “
Lanuing
1 Cygnet 65.7 JKi.**
2 Pixie IIIa 70.0 “
3 Brownie 102.6 “
4 Wee Bee 124.0 “
1 Wee Bee 70.11 M.P.H.
2 Brownie 65.19 ‘l
100 mile
LGW speed
1 Pixie IIIa 37.22 M.P.H.
2 Cygnet 37.42 “
3 Brownie 38.73 “
4 Wee Bee 33.66 n
hanaicap race
(unofficial rating)
1 Avis
2 WOOU pigeon
3 Bromie
4 SparroW
5 Pixie III (2 saat)
6*Pixie II (1 seat)
7 Satellite
8*D&53
*These light airplanes, it will be remembered, took part
very successfully in last years cOrripetitiOn.
**Airpi~ne i;ith“Anz2ni’~engine.
Fig. 15” Relative efficiencies.
